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The discussion in the LP
over the electoral defeat has
not
been
serious I y
deepened. The
apparatus
has
suffered a major blow, but In
the absence of much po I it i ca I
11 fe In the LP and the Unions

least
in the period of
Kautsky in the German social
democracy
there
was
some
semb I ance of
a theory of
changing capltalim. Now they
have noth Ing. Th Is
apparatus
has
never
succeeded
in

and the absence of a we! I
organised left
tendency, It
hopes to survive with a quick
wash and brush up,varylng the
slogans but
seeking to gain
office on the Incompetence of
. the government and without

anything except
in their
careers.The
Welfare
State
which
capital ism
ls
now
dismantling
was
not the
result of the Labourlsts.They
profited from the war which
shook capital Ism and made it

of capital Ism because it wants
to weaken the defences of the
working class. They attack the
union block vote as being
undemocratic, but they did not
bother about democracy when
the
block
union
vote

particular force in Italy but
the underlying tendency
ls
within
al I
capital Ism. The
latter
seeks
a
strong
repressive
state
with
encouragement
to
fascist
sectors.

ecology because these problems
are caused under capitalism by
the
pol lei es
of
private
property.The reactionary press
have tried to present the
problems of the "Third World"
as
the
result
of
over

concede.That was all and now
that. capital Ism ls in another
situation they
collaborate
objectively with it. The only
perspective
they
seem
to
propose Is " we must al I
putrefy together"•
The Labour party Is a
bourgeois party with a worker
base.Despite
the
famous
Clause
four
the
Immense
contradiction between its base
and
its bourgeois character
as a party pers I sts •The I abour
party originated In a phase
when capital Ism constructed an
extensive labour aristocracy
in
different
historical
c.:mdltlons
from
those
prevailing now.Its orientation
towards capitalism but without
any important reforms to offer
the population wi 11 continue
•
•1t s tr ad l t Iona I
• •
t•
In
a to undermine
promo ion
ga1n1ng
relation to the masses.The
Profession or In business.
The
leaders will put on some social structure 0 f Br lti s h
d
lachrymose performances about capitalism ls being shattere •
The post second world war .boom
"compassion"
and
paying
and
whatever
the
a ttention to the "grass roots" ls over
on
as
before, recovery I t wi I I be I •tm Ited •
and
drone

automatically
determined
a
total
right
wing
pol Icy.Matters
are
more
complex now and left trade
unions are a permanent threat
to the class concll iators.What
no one has ment I oned Is the
need for a genuine trade un I on
democracy where delegates are
mandated by the shop floor
putting an end to mythical
figures of so many mi I I ion
votes
for a motion when the
uni on
members
have
nor
discussed the resolutions In
question.
THE IMPOSSIBILITY OF A UNITED
CAPITALIST EUROPE.
The crisis provoked by the
Danish
rejection
of
the
Maastrlcht treaty
in the
Referendum is a very striking
example
of
the
waning

THE YUGOSLAV CRISIS.
World capital Ism
finally
decided to encourage the break
up
of Yugoslavia as part of
their strategy of
"combat
readiness" le to attempt to
contro I d I sagreab I e events l n
the wor Id process and the
world
revolution,
but
particularly when 'there Is an
opening to try to smash a
workers
s.tate.Capltal Ism
cannot solve the most basic
needs of human I ty le housing
etc but it knows when to make
" the Serbs" the "cause of al I
the
trouble".Such
is
the
primitive retrograde mentality
of
capital ism
which
has
accelerated all the problems
of Yugoslavia resulting from
the previous disaster of "self

population.The policies of the
local
bourgeois le are based
on
market
economics
with
disastrous effects.Poverty on
the land and the
extortion
by debt repayments has not
been stopped. At I east Castro
exp I oded the
mytho I ogy of
this
conference
in
his
denunciation of
imperlallst
and oapltal 1st pol I cl es. It ts
typical that social democratic
parties such as the LP have no
anti
imper la 11 st
po I i c I es
which I ink
In a world anti
capital 1st struggle.Such
ls
the criminal parochial Ism of
such
parties
and
their
prostration
In
front
of
imperialism.

conceding
anything
to
the
left. The election of the
Smith-Becket team guarantees
the
continuity
of
pious
consensus with capital Ism.
Even from the Whitty report
it is c I ear that substant i a I
sectors of the worker and
poorer petit bourgeois base of
the LP had no confidence in
the party I ine, of conceding
to capital !st pressures and
tel 1ing
capital ism
the
LP
cou Id be re 11 ed upon to defend
Its interests.What has labour
to offer the population than a
1ittle
more
charity
even
though this may be decked out
in
the
latest
jargon
of
"empowering
people"~The LP
apparatus
is not concerned
with changing society
but
winning
office,rather
I Ike

enjoying the
"best club" in
the
world
as
they
call
parliament.The warm farewell
of Major
to Kinnock shows
that both are on the same side
In
the
class
war-anti
socialist.
Even so objectively the left
is in a better position to
intervene and in this sense

The UK share
of
world
exports
has
stabilised at 6.4% of world
exports in Itself
a decline
from 8.1% in 1979.The massive
weight of imports shows the
weakness of the manufacturing
base The
argument
over
•
devaluation Is not declslv"'
~
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consistently this left has to
deve I op a greater po I it I ca I
I '1fe and
better relation
a
with the population outside
the Labour party because be Ing
tied utterly to par! lament is
to permit axphyxiation. It Is
Important to see that the
present LP is even more devoid
of ideas than in the past.At

in the party wants to weaken
the
link
with
the
trade
unions.The latter demand ls
logical from the point of view

dee I arat ions

of

some

unions
against
the
pr I vat I sat ion of the ra l I ways
and
the
mines
has
•1mport ance. But
to
weigh

1992.
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The
threat
of
l'tlcal
and social capacity management"•
•
1
po
mi 1ltary
Intervention
In
and authority of contemporary
Is part of the
capitalism. There are great Yugoslavia
counter
revolutionary
divisions among the capitalist
class across Europe over this offensive of world capita! ism
with the aid of the Yelstln
treaty and the antagonisms
In Moscow. The pious
between the various powers is clique
concerns over the chi I dren of
not
going
to
go Sarajevo
is
utterly
away.Capitalism
cannot bogus.Imperialism has actively
transcend
the
national connived at the break up of
state.Clashes are Inevitable the Yugoslav Workers state and
between stronger and weaker at the sending of fascist
capital !st nations and further mercenaries and
support for
weakness
ls shown In the the the Croatian fascists. If they
pol itlcal disorder present in were so concerne d w1'th peop t e
one form
or another in al I why did they never Intervene

because there Is no remedy, the
Europeanln cou!nttarllyes.T~:
devaluation or no devaluation experience
wh I ch Is go Ing to so Ive the revThe
ea 11ng
•
assassination
of the
1
prob I ems
of
a
fa I I ng
b 1•
t
Fa cone was
1
economy.
Inter capitalist :~ra~:e:rosae;u :~e very
top
competition is going to be because only the smal I number
ferocious,
whatever of the highest state security
more
currency
exped I en ts
are cou Id
know
of
his
devised.
movements. Th 1s po I nts to a
violent
Internal fight among
Wh i le capita 11 sm throws more the bourgeo Isle on the I eve I
people out of work, the right of the kidnapping and murder

the
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THE WORLD PROCESS.
Bush In his negotiations with
Yeltsin was at pa 1ns to fappear
as the great lord o
the
world.The utter farce of the
much trumpted

11

peace" process

in the Middle East has ended
I
with more I srae 11 oppress on
against the Arabs and regular
bombing of South Lebanon.flt Is
In fact a war process dir~cted
by the United States.Ho~ever
the defeat of the Llkud ls
another
example
of
the
weakening
of
a
counter
revolutiona"'y
base
of
•
•imper l a 11 sm. It wou Id be 'na l ve

to help the mil lions In Africa to believe that this will
d y •1ng f rom wars or
aga'rnst change the M'1ddle East because
th e
mu~derous
I srae 11 more
than
I srae I
is
at
'
assass 1ns in the Lebanon. Qu I te
simple.It does not suit their
class interests. It suits them
to
intervene
towards
Yu gos I av i a
and
creates
a
precedent to
Intervene later
in Eastern Europe.
THE RIO CONFERENCE.

of Moro also arranged at the This conference was not of
highest level. The social and the slightest Importance in
political
weakness
of confronting the
problems of
capitalism has been shown with

stake, the
po 11 cy
of
imperialism
is
involved.Nevertheless as
in
South Africa- In spite of the
massacre of Bolpatong- open
reaction has suffered a social
defeat and this affirms the
continuous
isolation
of
imperlallsm.Slmilarly In Latin
America Bush had to beat a
hasty retreat In front of
demonstrations
Tm
little
Continued on page 4
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Partial Regeneration and the Crisis in the CIS.
Part 2.
The International Bureau of the Posadist IV International.
The
communist
world
movement must give support
to Cuba and condemn a I I
those who are saying that
Cuba must continue on the
road of privatisations and
bourgeois democracy.But It
cannot escape theoretical
and political interpretation
of this process.It must
combine support for Cuba
wit~
a
d l scuss ion over
sov i'et democracy and the
problems of the construction
of
socialism.The
Cuban
masses are ready to give
their
I Ives for the gains
of the revolution but they
have to have confidemce In
their I eadersh Ip. They have
to feel it capable of giving
a perspective
and an
Interpretation
of
this
process.
THE CRISIS IN THE
WORKERS STATES.

2

"DEFORMED

The er ts Is In the workers
states of Eastern Europe has
been more profound st nee It
is a question of "deformed"
workers states as J. Posadas
explained In his texts,whlch
originated
in
the
intervention of the Red Army
after the war stl 11 under
the
leadership
of
Stalin.Here
there
was
cone I Ii at ion
wTth
the
structures,movements
and
social bases of the previous
Above
all
the
regimes.
pol fttcal leaderships were
purged and submitted to the
soviet bureaucracy.A real
social integration with the
USSR did not develop.Comecon
did not represent a real
integration
and
united
planning between the workers
states
towards
the
abolition of the idea of the
nation
Itself,
In
the
advance
towards
social ism.Al I
the
development which took place
was the mer It of econom I c
planning,of
the
statlf lcatlon of
property
and of a certain functioning
of
the
workers
state,
although
contradictory.As
Cde Posaadas has a I ready
exp I a I ned these "deformed"
workers
states
where
private lnterests,ltnks with
capita I ism
and
an
J nh~r I tence at the I eve I of
pol ltlcal leadership and o,f
state apparatus of the whole
Sta 11 n Jst per Iod co-ex I sted,
constituted the
weakest
I Ink In the system of the
workers states.They were the
first to capitulate In front
of cap Ita I Ism when there
were changes and er I ses in
the
USSR,when the soviet
leadership renounced control
and
l n turn
no
other
pol lttcal
leadership
developed In these countries
with authority to develop a

socialist
perspectlve,and
the
support
of
the
masses. Thus It Is the same
caste,bureaucratlc
and
recycled,deprlved
of
Its
"communist" suit which goes
over to lead the new cycle
of
reactionary
measures,supportlng
Itself
on the legitimate discontent
of people and In thelr
movement to overthrow the
bureaucracy.
The condemnation of the
USSR and Its bureaucratic
leadership for the "handing
over" of these countries are
cries in the void.It ls
Impossible to avoid the
ana I ys Js of the dynam I c
which
the
population
developed to reject the
"commun I st" apparatuses,
bureaucratic and enclosed
which
governed
these
countries.Some
think
mistakenly
that
the
"strength" of the Warsaw
Pact could have contained
the sltuatlon,but here it Is
not a quest I on of a combat
between apparatuses, but of
people themselves against
the bureaucracy. Now is not
the epoch
of
answering
people with tanks.This was
never the Bo I shev I k way of
discussing .The Bonapartist
bureaucracy utilised tanks
as a substitute for the
pol itlcal
Intervention of
people as In the case of
Czechoslovakia against other
very
bureaucratic
and
reactionary sectors. It ls
necessary
to
use tanks
against
the
counter
revolution,
against
the
capitalist
armies
never
against people who wish to
intervene. ! It f s necessary
to relate politically with
the masses
and
it
is
necessary to have confidence
In and stimulate people so
that they can Intervene I
None of these communist
parties was prepared for
this. They bel leved that the
power of the apparatus was
eterna I • Peop I e at the f I rst
opportunity that they had to
express themselves directly
posed
Out
wl th
the
bureaucracy! Out with the
privl leged" and not down
with socialism! There was no
reply,there
were
at
threats,efforts
repression and finally there
was an Improv l sed e Iectora I
solution
with
out
orientatlon,wlthout
preparation without party
I !fe In which capital Ism
cou Id exerc I se
a great
pressure , above a 11 through
the bureaucratic sectors,
refugees from soclallsm.Thls
exp Ia Ins why many peop Ie
voted In many cases for
reactionary or nationalist
sectors;thls was the only
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We continue with the next part of the text on the process of
partial
regeneration
which
preceded
the
counter
revo I uti onary
coup of Ye I ts l n. The I atter is
hoping to turn a pol ltlcal blow into a complete social
counter
revolution.But
as
with
the
antecedent
process,Yeltsln ls working In a world constantly shaken by
the tremors of capitalist crisis and war which affect and
condition the CIS.
way of opposing and people
wanted to vote against these
apparatuses.This
happened
also In Germany and had very
serious consequences in the
specific problem of being a
single but divided country.
THE
CONCESSIONS
CAPITALISM AND THE GDR.

TO

It Is true that the soviet
leadership yielded terrain
to
cap l ta 11 sm
unnecessar i I y. We condemn the
soviet leadership for the
lack
of
orlentatlon,of
dlscusslon,of preparation of
an alternative leadership to
Honecker to maintain the
workers state and to retake
the
process
of
the
construction
of
socialism.The loss of the
German Workers State Is a
great defeat
for a I I the
world workers movement.But
the a I ternat i ve cou I d no
longer be the tanks,when
people mobilised in millions
and
demanded
to
for
Intervene.The
demand
unification, the
nattonal
question was the ultimate
blow at the apparatus of the
former GDR wh I ch has to be
condemned
as
treacherous,capltulatlonlst
and crlmlnal;for years and
years
It
prevented
the
masses expressing themselves
and afterwards as a b I ock
it adhered to capital ism. It
so Id I tse If and betrayed
wIthout
the
Ieast
reslstence,went over to the
other side and abandoned the
masses to the tr
fate. The
soviet leadership in these
circumstances
could
and
shou Id
have
1ntervened
pol ltlcal ly.Now It Is paying
the price and the cone I us ton
ls;to each concession to
capital Ism there
is
no
corresponding
progress,
11 ke" I nternat Iona 1
cooperation" but the counter
revo I ut ton. cap f ta 1Jsm wanted
to 1lquldate the GDR and fs
do Ing th rs. 1t wants the
agreements wt th the USSR to
do this nothing more.
But at the same time ft ls
necessary not to
abandon
the d Ia Iect Ica I mater Ia 11 st
method In selng that Germany
ls unified under capita! Ismand In this sense the part
of the former GDR cannot be
characterised as a workers
state-but thls ts not the
end of everyth t ng. We have
said that It ts a Trojan
horse In the city of German
capita I Ism.Since today the

pieces. The
same
tn
Poland,Hungary and Rumanla.
Nevertheless
these

countries are at once an
expression of the world
relation of forces and of
the depth of the experience
of the workers states;two
years of d I stance from the
masses of the former GDR
process
of the defeat of the
struggle every
day
and
"communist"
bureaucracy,the
inf I uence the masses of the
reactionary
leaderships
of
"other"
r l ch
these
countr
f
es
have
not
Germany.Capitalism
Is
succeeded In reastab 11 sh l ng
Impotent to Impose on the
capitalism.They
have made
peop I e of the
former GDR
laws,put
on
sale
the public
to reason as indlvtduallst
patrlmony,have
made
a
competitive bourgeois ;ft is
foreign
policy
of
alliance
Incapable of developing this
with tmperlalism,have made a
part of the country. It has
Thatcherite social policy
neither the Interest nor the
and
find
that
world
possibilities for this.Hence
capitalism
has
thrown
them
the
process of sa I e and
to
their
fate.Capital
Ism
is
1 lqutdatfon
of
state
not
going
to
Invest
,firstly
enterprises has been so slow
because t t has no interest
In the GDR.Hence the German
or
capacity
and secondly
capita I lsts
do
not
because
it
has
no
confidence
lntervene,have no security
that
these
countries
could
or interest to do so.And
rea
11
y
return
comp
I
ete
I
y to
this ls a question of their
the
bourgeois
own country,
but
as
Benedett I sa Id the boss of conception.What is notable
is that this rejection of
OI i vett t 11 the concept of
the capital 1st mentality Is
the
nation
ls
in peoples mlnds,tt is a
superseded,capltal has no problem of culture,of better
colour".
He
hlmself social relations.
threatened to take out his
The
new
reactionary
investments from Italy and
leaderships
of
send them to Thai I and where Hungary, Po I and, Czechos I ovak the could make new profits a and even those hybr Id
with
low
paid
work I eadershf ps
of
force. Thus the
German Albanla,Bulgarla
and
bourgeoisie works in this Rumanla,but who have similar
way
wI th
the
former programmes of privatisation
GDR;slmllarly the Italian and
agreements
with
bourgeoisie with Albania and capitalism,
now
see
the whole of capitalism with themselves confronted with
the
workers
states
of this structure which they
Eastern Europe who st 111 cannot destroy easlly;they
awa It the investments wh I ch are damagfng it, trying to
do not come.
destroy lt,to demorallse the
working class and eradicate
CAN
CAPITALISM" HELP" THE commun I st Ideas. They have
arrived at the barbar Ism of
WORKERS STATES IN CRISIS?
closing hundreds of homes
chlldren,suppressing
Nowhere In the wor Id not for
even
In
the
"hunting gains by the populatlon,of
reserve" as Is Latin America women, of old people.They
wI th respect to the USA or develop
of
layers
French
Africa,
has adventurers,ftnanclal
capital Ism
today
the speculators and every type
intention
of
developing of corruption. The 11 new rich"
society.How could It be apear who already existed
otherwise if in the advanced before but the workers state
cap I ta 11 st
countries had not a 11 owed them to rob
themselves,the
social so much • But they do not
conquests are reduced and succeed in breaking the
exploitatfon
at the level structure of the workers
of
robot Isat Ion
and state
• , not
on I y
the
unemp Ioyment Increases In stattflcatlons and a whole
Infernal cycles constantly state
functlontng
but
excluding millions of men principally
of
the
and women from work. The consciousness of people who
masses are Iearn Ing and are accustomed
to
11 ve
above
all
they
are without
capital ism,wlthout
concentrated
In
the competition and dispute and
difficult
task
of
the have an elevated sentiment
construction
of
new of social justice.When there
leaderships which must arise was
rebellion
against
from the ashes of the bureaucratic
arrogance, the
apparatuses of the
ex peop Ie d Id not have the
communist parties and of the least
Intention
of
governments reastabllshlng the feudal
bureaucratic
a
thousand order. Th Is i s now the case
reduced
to
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ITALY. THE AGGRAVATION OF THE CRISIS
wI th

the
former GDR
in
Poland,Rumanta;every
day
there
are
strikes,demonstratlons
and
protests. Now th is ts to be
seen in the USSR in front of
the reactionary governments
which try to dominate in the
republ !cs.
The wor Id workers movement
has to count upon these
forces • We
ca I I
upon
the
working
class
of
these
countries to reconstruct the
communist
parties
as
revolutionary parties on the
basis of experience which
has been made and free of
al I
the
vestiges
of
Stallnism
which
wtll
be
necessary
In the first
stage
to
reconquer
the
course
towards
soclallsm.Thls
situation
cannot last
and capita I Ism
has
already
demonstrated
that It Is not going to help
these
countries
and
repub I i cs a I though many are
led by Its" friends" like
Lithuania .It wants to smash
and
negate
them
nothing
more.
THE SUPPORT TO THE WORLD
REVOLUTION AND REVOLUTIONARY
POLICY.
We appea I for a discuss ton
to draw conclusions from
these experiences of the
I lquidatfon
of
the
bureaucratic apparatuses and
the residue of Staltnlsm.The
prob I em I s that the soviet
bureaucracy
has
never
developed a programme of
true Integration with these
countries nor with those who
make
revo I ut ions
or
progressive coups although
in very poor countries. They
made inter state agreements
of some programming as with
Comecon;and
then
the
economtc,.social
and
scientific effects of such
agreements
remained
very
I imited. In the case of the
revolutionary states,. they
could
be
efficacious
to
prevent
imperial f sm
overthrowing
the
governments.Undoubtedly the
Soviet
and
Cuban
Interventions
In
Ethiopta,.Angola
and
Mozambique
contained the
hand of imperialism from the
military point of view.Even
so imperialism
sustained
and maintained the counter
revolutionary guerrillas to
sabotage
and
Impede
any
process of anti capitalist
development.This required of
the
soviet
leadership
a
political capacity which it
did not have.Hence
Egypt
and Somalfa countries which
for many years have had
nationalist leaderships of
the left and a profound
alliance with the soviets
and
tn
which
the
USSR
Invested money(recal I Assuan
for example) and military
resources,exerclsing a great

Influence, end In the arms
of
cap f ta I Ism
and
have
developed neither socially
or economically.But this is
not
because
the
masses
desired this, but because
alternative
communist
leaderships
were
not
deve I oped. The po I l cy of the
soviet
bureaucracy
was
submitted
to
bourgeois
I Imitations
of
the
leadershlps and camarfllas
and interests formed remote
from
the
masses.As
no
economic and mi I itary help
cou Id sub st I tute for the
development
of
these
countrles,they are exhausted
and remain at the mercy of
tmperlallsm which tries to
attract them
to their
sphere as co I on I es.
ECONOMIC
COMPETITION
WITH
CAPITALISM AND THE DIFFERENT

As
Cde Posadas posed and
in th Is sense comp I eted and
developed the analysis of
Trotsky
in
the
present
stage,the
problem
of"equalling
and~
surpassing"
capttalism
In
terms
of
the
productive
structure ts not posed as
before ln
terms of the
indices of theproductfvlty
of
labour,technlcalscientific
capacity
and
global
productfon;the
experience of the workers
state has
given historic
demonstrat Ions
of
its
poss I bi I I ties
even
under
bureaucratic dominion which
reduces these immensely.
In this sense the USSR has
demonstrated t ts strength t n

the
accelerated
Industrialisation before and
In the reconstruction after
NATURE OF THE WORKERS STATE.
the war.A state not directed
In
recent
years
the by the bourgeoisie arrived
necessity of the economic at confronting al I world
and ml I itary competition of capltallsm,developing itself
the
workers
states
with to the I eve I of competitor
capitalism posed a situation In space-which presupposes
of er Is t s wI thout precedent an
enormous
technological
for the USSR; the fa I I of and
productive
capacityprices
of
raw showed to the peoples of the
materf als,.whlch the USSR was world a llfe of progress and
exporting Tn great quantity consequently
has
produced
to obtain foreign exchange the
expansion
of
the
and
the
I fmtted revolution
throughout
the
competitiveness
of
its world with the instantaneous
products
on
the
world assimi latton
of
market, the costs of he Ip to statiffcattons and of the
the
other
revolutionary economf c
programming
by
countries or the
other countries such as Ch.f na and
workers states In a context Cuba
which have been
of
waste
and
I nterna I backward for centuries.It Is
monopo I y on the part of the not possible to say today
that the sov I et "mode I " t n
mafia and the bureaucratic
toto
was
an
absolute
sectors(whfch
have
always
dictatorship,
anti
ex Jsted
but
wh I ch
have
historic.
Th
ts
does
not
Intensified
in
such
exp
la
In
its
world
authority
circumstances)
meant
a
and
extension.It
cannot
struggle to the death in
explain
why
millions
of
order that the USSR could
human
beings
and
a
multitude
maintafn itself on a par
of revolutionary movements
with Imperialism.
adopted
its
The
problem
was
to have
formulate in what terms the experlences,.methods
and
USSR might confront world teachings ,.even criticising
and modifying them .This was
tmpertaltsm: as competitor
not
the
merit
of
the
against all to satisfy
Its
bureaucracy-which
we
own population at the cost
reiterate
contained
and
of the rest of the world and
d t storted
such
an
above
a 11
pursuing
Influence-but
of
the
standards of consumption on
structure Itself of this new
a
par
with
the
most
State,thls new economy which
developed
capitalist
still
now
resists
the
countrfes? or
structure
socially
superior disintegration promoted by
relattons,.promottng
social the disbanded bureaucracy.
justice the use of economic
Moreover Posadas posed that
planning
associated with the
construction
of
soviet democracy so that socialism does not depend·
such a model of development anymore
strictly
on
the
would promote the economy,. satisfaction
of
economic
and benefit
mllltons of needs. Given that society
human beings,. as the
most could at least move in the
profound structure of the ambit of democratic soviet
workers state
determines, relations- although still In
combined with the necessity the phase of the workers
of
advancing
towards state-exp lotting fully the
socialism?
existing
bases
and
The bureaucratic leadership developing
them,.economlc
responded
as
If
It was problems could be resolved
logical
that the workers with
an
unimaginable
state must make the free velocity.
market
to
achieve
the
Continued on page 4
"superiority" of capitalism.

OF CAPITALISM
AND THE SITUATION OF THE LEFT.
The situation in Italy is very unstable from
both the political and institutional point of
view.
Italy has never been
an engine
of
advanced
capitalism and
It had
to fight
to
become
a
member
of
the
select
group
of
seven.Italian wealth
has been
based more on
financial
than Industrial activitles,on tourism
and the tertiary service sector of the economyandwith every type of activity associated with
the
mafia.The
arms
trade
and
commercial
exploitive relations with the "third world " are
also
important.But
the
wealth
obtained
industrially ls also the product of
almost a
decade of Industrial re-structuring at the cost
of the
workers.
In fact in the eighties the Italian
trade
un Ions gradua I I y ceded to a 11 the demands of the
management over the closing of factories,the
Introduction
of
night
work
for
women,non
regulation of sweat factories with
less than
fifteen
employees
(six
million
workers
are
without
protectlon),dlsmlsslng
workers
when
reduction
in production
demanded It on the
basis of an eventual and uncertain regaining of
employment.
This situation is the result of a lack of anti
capitalist policy
not only of the trade union~
transformed
into remote apparatuses with the
suppression
of
any
mechanism
of
democratic
control,of
assembly,electlons
and
the
replacemen~
of delegates by functionaries, but
also of the former PCI.
The
latter
has
been
transformed
Into
the
Democratic Party of the Left(PDS) and
and the
minority
which
did
not
accept
such
a
metamorphosis has created the Party of Communist
Refoundation(PCR)
recal I ing the best popular
traditions
and struggles of the Pel.Such a
crisis has been the result
of on the one hand
the lack of response to the apparent dynamism of
capital ism
in the eighties, but on the other of
the events wh I ch have occured In the
workers
states
in
Eastern
Europe
and
the
USSR
In
particular.
The Ital Ian communists were not prepared either
for the one or the other and In sp l te of the
enormous electoral weight,the strength In the
local government,the great cultural,trade union
and political
influence of the movement, they
remained submitted to the al I lances of power,to
the eternal desire to
enter government without
changing profoundly the rules of the game.These
Included
the
permanent
role
of
Imperialism
through
NATO
in Italian politlcs,in alliance
with a party of the Christian Democracy,of the
sodcial ists and of other bourgeois parties of
lesser importance.To each period of advance of
the PCI there corresponded a wave of terrorism
and of cons pi ra c I es in order to des tab I I I se the
situation
and
intimidate
the
communist
leaderships.The
latter
had
neither
the
preparatiuon nor the audacity ·to respond to such
a situation which would have naturally unchained
enormous left forces throughout Europe.
On the other hand the USSR of this epoch did
not have the pol icy for Italy
as a function of
the pol icy of Interpenetration led by Breznev in
order not to destabi I ise the world. In the most
acute phase
of
the
confrontation
of
system
against system ,the soviet leadership
proceeded
to stimulate the
Italian communists to go to
government, but there was never a clear pol icy
lnb this sense. ft was thus that the dynamic of
capita! 1st development of the eighties and the
polarisation of the confrontation with the USSR
I ed the PC I Into a cu I de sac; to such a po Int
that Berlinguer finally declared that he felt
more protected "under the umbrella of NATO" than
with the tanks of the Red Army.History has shown
with the Gladlo case(para military organisation
of NATO to des tab 111 se
governments in Europe
where It Is considered necessary) that the PC!
was
really" protected."
Continued on page 4
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Ochetto, second secretary of the party s 1 nee
the death of Ber Ii nguer and the new I ead Ing
group found the mag I c formu I a to "unb I ock" the
Italian pol itlcal situation; profiting from the
eris is of
the communist wor Id with the fa I I of
the Ber 11 n wa I I, the events of Ti en an Men square
and the other events of 1989
heproposed the
change from being the Communist party to the
Democratic Party of the Left.He hoped with that
to recover what he cal led " the submerged left"
which was not in the party because i t did not
accept a strictly communist party and remained
dispersed between greens,catholics,the young and
the petlt bourgeoisie.But he only established
that a part of this "submerged I eft" which had
abandoned the CP precise I y because of I ts c I ass
conciliation,
had no Intention of adhering to a
party still more lndeflned.
He ho.ped equa I I y that the soc i a Ii sts wou Id
accept f i na 11 y a pact abandoning the
a 11 i a nee
of
fifteen
years
with
the
Christian
Democracy,creatlng
thus
a"
new
majority"
to
change the system of power whuch had lasted for
forty five years in lta)y.This did not answer to
a class analysis and did not take account of
what the I ta Ii an soc I a Ii sts represent today; a
petlt bourgeois caste plunged upto the neck in
the administrative apparatus, above al I In the
most
appetising
branches
of
the
state
economy,reglonal and national with an enormous
highly paid cllentele ,making a competition with
the
Christian
Democracy
allies
of
American
Imperialism and mortal enemies of communism.
But l n al I this
and
the
great
desertion
of
membership of the PDS above a I I of the most
militant
sectors,a
group
recognised
as
a
communist
group
seeks
to
influence
the
leadershlp,f lghting
openly
against
another
tendency cal fed the "lmprovers" which defends an
alliance
with
the
socialists
,and1
demands
practically
the
unconditional
re-unification
with them to enter at any price
the Socialist
International.The
PDS
proclaims
its
million
me~bers but there ;!!;·much reason to doulYt'·thls
for a great part of the ex militants of the PCI
have had their cards renewed by the PDS without
that being confirmed by them.
The Commun I st Refoundat I on on the other hand
gained initlally
from the last Congress of the
PCI
a minority of members but also a great
number of militants who had abandoned the PC! on
the basis of
its conciliatory policy in the
eighties.It
has
today
about
150,000
members.Since then It has been enlarged with
"Proletarian Democracy"( a smal I left party with
combative positions but with little electoral
posslbilltles) and other movements.
If i t ls
true that the central nexus of the Refoundatlon
Is

constituted

popu I ar
numerous
presence

from
worker.trade union
and
tradition,
Commu nist
a
Of
ca d res
other
supporters
including
the
of
young
peop I e
has
changed
I ts

physiognomy.
The
Refoundation
made
its
first
national
congress
in
December
1991
with
great
difficulties in establishing an identity between
the
representatives
of
marxlst
orthodoxy,the
guard I ans of the symbo I and of the commun l st
liturgy
and
the
representation
of
a
"new
communist force"
capable of
interpreting
the
tragic events In the east without renouncing
either traditions or principles.The first road
was certa In I y cut by the events of August 1991
in the USSR which had an Immediate effect and
gave birth to a period of discussions which have
not f In l shed. The
most "orthodox" I ea de rs Ii ke
cossuta
have
held
very
flexible
positions
opening
a
common
reflection
with
the
Stalinlsts,the Trotskylsts,andthe anarchists on
the future of socialism.They have defended a
more flexible functioning of the party
in order
to
avoid
the
repetition
of
the
bureaucratisation and careerism of the former
PC I.
the left in
What party Is go l ng to represent
Italy in the next period? It is a difficult
the
PDS
q u·e st Ion •
I n the
I as t
e I e ct Ions
20% had been
obtained 17% of the votes whereas
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The new
technology of
productton,even
those
developed
by
capital Ism
produce more goods than is
necessary
to II ve on the
human
plane
because
capitalism must invent
a
market;an
consumption
important
part
of
the
population
of
the
rich
countries
not
only
have
everyth t ng but do not know
what to do to consume what
they have.The confines of
the standards of "socially
considered"
wealth
have
themselves,
but
extended
also human consciousness has
extended and
rn a
been
superior velocity.Thus it ts
that tn capital Ism Itself
peop I e
are
opposed
to
consumerism,the generalised
waste
and
reject
the
enormous
accumulation
of
existing wealth.This is the
rebe I 11 on of the product Ive

forces of th Is stage wh f ch
at
once
that
shows
"everything can be done" but
that If al I remains in the
hands
of
capitaltsm
the
results are aberrant.
The bureaucracies of the
workers states have
taken
capitalism as a reference to
compare the development of
the so cal led 11 windows 11
of
Europe
like
Germany,Swltzerland.Sweden
and then they made a fa I se
between
the
comparison
world of
the
so
ca I led
soc I a 11 st countries and the
countries of the capital !st
sphere, ignoring totally the
other
face of capitalism
which fs the horrlf lc misery
of the countries of what is
called the third world.But
even considering the rich
countries, It ts false to
pose
the
I eve I
of
consumption as
a central

element
of
comparison.In
this sense
Posadas has
profound and
posed In a
decistve form, the problem
of the criterion of wealth
and standard of I fvlng in
the
developed
capitalist
countries not only via the
economic
fndlcators
per
caplta,the
consumption
of
meat,how many shoes,cars but
including
the
social
conditions
of
life,the
rhythm
of
work,crfme,envfronmental
pollutlon,contamtnatfon and
fabrication of food,not to
speak
of
the
social
conditions
of
the
pensloners,the exclusion of
the
young
peop I e
from
life,the
unemployed,the
mafias and all the other
th f ngs wh I ch any person who
I ives in capftal Jsm knows
wel I.
To be continued.
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Panama
already
savagely
oppressed by the Pentagon. The
Bush
Ye I ts! n conference made
no difference to the fact that
imperial Ism
Is keeping Its
nuclear
arsenal
with
the
objective of intimidating and
assassinating humanity. It may
have been Yeltsins "happiest
day" but he got I it-tie from it
and at Munl ch was ob 11 ged to
offer raw material resources
of the CIS as collateral for
loans. The meetings of Yeltsin
and Imper I a I ism were a d l stant
para I let to the Soviet Nazi
pact and have as much chance
of
"success 11 • Ye I ts In
may
grove I but he w111
never
grovel
enough
for
the
assassins in the Pentagon.With
the trial of the Communist
Party, Ye I ts in ls hop Ing to
further his schemes for social
counter revolution but the
road is difficult because even
his clique and the "Russian "
army
are
faced
with
a
ferocious enemy which has no
Interest in Yeltsin save as a
repressor of commun I sts and a

wrecker of the workers state.
Imper i a I ism
expects a I arge
pound of f I esh
for every
minute piece of aid.
THE
DISCUSSION
ON
THE
MONARCHY IN BRITAIN
The recent preoccupation with
the monarchy
is I inked to
discussions within capitalism
over the function of
the
monarchy I e wether l t has much
use.Some might be prepared to
junk
It.But for capitalism
junking the monarchy has its
dangers, because the process
of discussing the monarchy
opens up other discuss Ions for
ex amp I e about a soc I a I ! st as
opposed
to
a
cap I ta I i st
republ le. The left must pr-ess

revo I ut l onary reg I me l n
the
Sov I et Un I on has undoubted I y
shaken the communist vanguard,
but the soviet masses are not
to be so easily dismissed.In
the great events which are
going to develop whatever the
criminal plans of Yeltsin, he
cannot
erase
historic
experiences like 1917 and the
defeat of the nazls.ln the new
stage of capitalist decay and
inevitable war
these wl 11
themselves
express
decisively.
The Idea that capitalism has
somehow won an argument with
socialism is totally absurd
all
the
usual
because
expression
of
this
rotten
system
continues
with
forward on this issue but
redoubled
force
-the
associate such a discussion
contradiction
wI th the genera I programme continuous
between
market
and
against capitalist hierarchy
production,
the
inevitable
and privilege •
tendency
towards
war,the
A most powerful case must be reduction of most of humanity
made throughout the workers to poverty,the vast wastage of
movement for the programme of resources on arms,the complete
social
transformations.The - incapacity
·to
solve
even
of
the
counter minlmun problems
such as
appearance

predlcted •• The Refoundation
got 7%,one percent
more than was foreseen.
These elections have
been a test to verify the forces of each and its
social
representation,
but
the
crisis
of
capital Ism Is not going to al low any poslbi I ity
of ex per i men tat I on over a I on g per I od. A
great
social crisis is developlng,with the increase-as
a part of the global strategy of Imperialism- in
xenophobic and fascist demonstratlons,increase
in
unemployment,reduction
of
social
galns,lncrease in corruption and the probable
participation of Italy in the warlike adventures
incited by imperialism.
The communist left can play a very Important
role In this situation .But the condition is to
recover authority over the workers movement and
the young people who protest in a multitude of
ways against the bureaucratisation of the trade
unions.the
mafla,the
war,seeklng
to
organise
themselves and give no sign of capitulation.
If the crisis in the workers states has been a
blow in the experiences for the construction of
a new society, It has not a I tered the bruta I
contradictions
of capital ism and the wi 11 of
people to struggle against i t . I t remains for the
comunist vanguard
to give a programmatic and
anti capitalist perspective to such a process of
struggles. April 1992.

traffic congestion.The world
ls now rep I ete wI th enormous
unsolved
Issues
which
are
accumulating from the fight In
China where bourgeo Is I ayers
want to try to 11 qu l date the
workers state or the countries
of Eastern Europe where even
with reactionary governments
left
forces
continue
to
develop as In Czechoslovakia
or East Germany, to a 11 the
tens Ions of the so ca 11 ed
developed
and
"developing"
countries fraught with every
form of social,economlc and
political
crisis.Al I
the
conditions are preparing for
new gigantic struggles , In
the process of the vicious and
convulsive
degeneration
of
world capita I ism.
Trotsky
before
his
assassination
predicted that humanity in the
near future would move heaven
earth
to
construct
and
social ism. He was right then
and ls so now.
14.7.92.

